ALL-ON-4 TREATMENT CONCEPT

Countless people suffer with bad teeth, advanced periodontal disease, severe dry mouth or poor
oral health. Many struggle with unsightly partial or ill-fitting painful dentures or are completely
edentulous (no teeth). Major barriers for solving these problems are the perceived complexity,
stagnant technology and the high cost of treatment. Now, there is a solution: a cost effective,
proven solution, the “All-on-4”™ treatment option. Replacing failing teeth, missing teeth or dentures
with this fixed dental implant option will change your life forever. Your new dental implants will act
and feel like real teeth improving your appearance, self confidence and overall well-being. Here are
just a few of the benefits to the All-On-4™ (AO4) Treatment Option: ♣ An affordable attractive
solution to missing teeth ♣ Immediate loading / immediate function ♣ Fixed, non-removable screw
retained implant-supported bridge ♣ A beautiful smile and renewed self confidence ♣ Improved
overall health, and an enriched lifestyle The AO4 clinical solution has been developed to simplify
treatment for those suffering with poor oral health. The procedure maximizes the use of available
bone while avoiding the sinus cavity, allowing for new functioning teeth the same day as the implant
procedure.
03 Dental is a leader in delivering this life changing AO4 procedure for those patients who are ready
to get their life back in just one day. How? Unlike other conventional implant dentistry approaches
that can use six, eight, or even more implants per arch, and often involve bone grafting and perhaps
sinus augmentations (sinus lifts) and months of procedure time, Mr PD Flanagan often uses the
proven AO4 technique that involves only four specially placed implants per arch, usually without
bone grafts or other ancillary surgical procedures. The immediate benefits of AO4 are: ♣ Teeth in
one day ♣ Lower costs & reduced healing time ♣ Beautifully, endless smiles And the success rate of
AO4 is superior to more traditional approaches of tooth replacement, and is designed to last a
lifetime. Your oral health is important to you and should only be trusted to the best. The AO4
procedure is a critical process that needs to be performed by only a dental implant surgeon with

substantial experience and a successful track record. Mr PD Flanagan has restored countless smiles,
each with outstanding results, and this experience guarantees your safety. In summary, the end
result is a solid base to attach your new teeth that does not have to be removed by you – ever. AO4
saves time and money, all with minimal discomfort and with proven predictable successful outcome.
There are specific cases where immediate loading is not indicated and a delayed loading approach is
used.

